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 ANSWER KEY 
 

Grammar 
1  
1  will/’ll have been living       
2  starts      
3  will/’ll need      
4  will/’ll visit       
5  will/’ll be eating 
 
2  
Ben:   Hey, Jeremy! What are you doing this weekend? 
Jeremy:  Hi, Ben. I don’t really have any plans. The cinema 

maybe or maybe I am going I’ll go to the beach. It 
depends on the weather. 

Ben:   Don’t bother with the beach. I’ve seen the weather 
forecast. It definitely rains It’s definitely going to 
rain on Saturday. 

Jeremy:  Oh. Have you got any plans? 
Ben:   Well, to be honest I have got loads of homework to 

do. By the time I will finish I have finished my 
homework the weekend is will be over. 

Jeremy:  I’ve got an idea. I am going to I’ll help you with your 
homework if you pay for the cinema. 

Ben:   It’s a deal!  
 
3   
1 A       
2  C       
3  A       
4  B       
5  C 
 
4  
1 of       
2  stop       
3  had       
4  would       
5  able 

Vocabulary 
5  
1 account    
2  process       
3  strength       
4 means      
5  addition 
 
6  
1  B      
2  B      
3  A       
4  B       
5  C 

7  
1  account       
2  minor       
3  offenders       
4  fine       
5  addition 
6 Furthermore       
7  make      
8  heavy      
9  aid       
10 dropped 

Reading 

8  
1  C   
2  G    
3  D    
4  B    
5  A    
6  E  
 
9  
1  C    
2  B    
3  D    
4  C    
5  D    
6  A 
 
10  
1  It became more child-friendly. / Young offenders had to be 

treated differently from adult offenders.  
2  It suggests that Spanish prisons for young offenders are 

more effective than UK ones.  
3  They try to educate the prisoners rather than just prevent 

them from being violent, and the staff are trained teachers, 
unlike the British ones who have no training in education.  

4  They might say that they aren't strict enough and are too 
much like a 'holiday camp'. 

Use of English 
11  
1  the    
2  measures    
3  on    
4  into    
5  of    
6  in    
7  will 
8 from    
9  to 
10  on
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 ANSWER KEY 
 

Listening 
12  
1  up to       
2  can/should/must reapply       
3  anti-social behaviour     
4  a minority       
5  increased number 
 
13  
1  F       
2  T       
3  NM       
4 T       
5  F 

Writing 
14 
Students’ own answers 
 
Marking criteria 
Use the marking criteria below to give a score out of 12. 
11–12 Complete and coherent, accurate, appropriate and 

structured without prompting. 
9–10 Complete, mainly accurate and appropriate without 

prompting. 
7–8 Complete, minor inaccuracies, sometimes 

inappropriate without prompting. 
5–6 Minor omissions and/or irrelevances, minor 

inaccuracies, sometimes inappropriate without 
prompting. 

3–4 Major omissions, some irrelevances, noticeable 
inaccuracies, often inappropriate without prompting. 

1–2 Major omissions and irrelevances, mainly inaccurate, 
mostly inappropriate without prompting. 

0 Content irrelevant. Too short or too incomprehensible 
to mark. 

 

 
Speaking 

15 
Students’ own answers 
 
Marking criteria 
Use the marking criteria below to give a score out of 12. 
11–12 Full and expanded contribution without prompting. 

Wide range of structures, accurate and well-organised. 
Pronunciation clear and precise. 

9–10 Full contribution without prompting. Basic and some 
complex structures, accurate and well-organised. 
Pronunciation clear and mostly precise. 

7–8 Full contribution without prompting. Adequate 
contribution. Basic and some complex structures, 
generally accurate and well-organised. Pronunciation 
mostly clear and precise. 

5–6 Adequate contribution without prompting. Basic 
structures, generally accurate and some organisation. 
Pronunciation mostly clear. Some imprecisions. 

3–4 Adequate contribution with some prompting. Basic 
structures, generally accurate and some organisation.  

 Pronunciation mostly clear. Noticeable imprecisions. 
1–2 Limited contribution even with prompting. Basic 

structures, often inaccurate but some organisation. 
Pronunciation not always clear. Many imprecisions. 

0 Very limited contribution even with prompting. Basic 
structures, mostly inaccurate and little organisation. 
Pronunciation not clear or precise. 

 
 


